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Abstract
This thesis describes the design and implementation process of two applications (PerMORFer and MoodifierLive) for the interactive manipulation of
music performance. Such applications aim at closing the gap between the musicians, who play the music, and the listeners, who passively listen to it. The
goal was to create computer programs that allow the user to actively control
how the music is performed. This is achieved by modifying such parameters
as tempo, dynamics, and articulation, much like a musician does when playing an instrument. An overview of similar systems and the problems related
to their development is given in the first of the included papers.
Four requirements were defined for the applications: (1) to produce a natural, high quality sound; (2) to allow for realistic modifications of the performance parameters; (3) to be easy to control, even for non-musicians; (4) to be
portable. Although there are many similarities between PerMORFer and MoodifierLive, the two applications fulfill different requirements. The first two were
addressed in PerMORFer, with which the user can manipulate pre-recorded
audio performance. The last two were addressed in MoodifierLive, a mobile
phone application for gesture-based control of a MIDI score file. The tone-bytone modifications in both applications are based on the KTH rule system for
music performance.The included papers describe studies, methods, and algorithms used in the development of the two applications.
Audio recordings of real performance have been used in PerMORFer to
achieve a natural sound. The tone-by-tone manipulations defined by the KTH
rules first require an analysis of the original performance to separate the tones
and estimate their parameters (IOI, duration, dynamics). Available methods
were combined with novel solutions, such as an approach to the separation of
two overlapping sinusoidal components. On the topic of performance analysis, ad-hoc algorithms were also developed to analyze DJ scratching recordings.
A particularly complex problem is the estimation of a tone’s dynamic level.
A study was conducted to identify the perceptual cues that listeners use to determine the dynamics of a tone. The results showed that timbre is as important
as loudness. These findings were applied in a partly unsuccessful attempt to
estimate dynamics from spectral features.
The manipulation of tempo is a relatively simple problem, as is that of articulation (i.e. legato-staccato) as long as the tone can be separated. The modification of dynamics on the other hand is more difficult, as was its estimation. Following the findings of the previously mentioned perceptual study, a method
to modify both loudness and timbre using a database of spectral models was
implemented.
MoodifierLive was used to experiment with performance control interfaces.
In particular, the mobile phone’s built-in accelerometer was used to track, analyze, and interpret the movements of the user. Expressive gestures were then
mapped to corresponding expressive music performances. Evaluation showed
that modes based on natural gestures were easier to use than those created with
a top-down approach.
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From design to implementation

1

CHAPTER

Introduction
Historically, there has always been a strong separation between those who play
music (the musicians), and those who listen to it (the listeners). Until the advent
of recording techniques at the end of the 19th century, music listening was limited
to public spaces such as concert halls or theaters. Exceptions were those people
with the means to have a small chamber orchestra play in their living rooms, or
having a musician in the family. Recording made music accessible to a much wider
audience, virtually at any time, in the comfort of the living room. Nowadays,
digital music allows people to have entire musical collections available in the palm
of their hand. Another important consequence of recorded music is the freedom
for the user to choose what to listen to.
But even after more than a hundred years of developments in the field of music recording, production, and distribution, the separation between listeners and
musicians has remained almost unchanged. On one hand, music listening can be
seen as a passive process: the listeners may now have the luxury of being able
to choose among millions of tracks, but they cannot influence the way in which
the music sounds. On the other hand, playing music is an active process: even
if musicians read a score composed by somebody else, they have the ability to
change its performance in many ways. By simply modulating some of the basic
musical parameters such as tempo and dynamics, a musician can easily express
different styles and emotions, and make it sound more personal. Unfortunately,
not everyone has the means and time to become a musician. Mastering a musical instrument is a process that requires a lot of practice (and perhaps some talent
too). Besides, even musicians do not have the possibility of having an orchestra
play in their living room.
The main goal of the work presented in this thesis is to help reducing the gap
between playing and listening to music, between musicians and listeners. In other
words, to allow non-musicians to feel as an active part of the music they are listening to, in a simple and intuitive way. The term active listening has been used in
recent years to define the possibility for the listener to interactively control how
the music sounds (Goto, 2007a,b). In a general sense, active listening can go from
simple equalization, to the control of how different instrument tracks are mixed, to
3
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more advance modifications to the interpretation of the musical piece. In this thesis, the latter category will be used to define active music listening: the possibility
to influence, in a simple and intuitive way, the performance of a piece of music in
a way that for example mirrors the mood of the listener, much like a musician is
able to do. In practical terms, this means providing the listener with what I call a
system for computer-based interactive control of music performance.

1.1

Interactive performance systems

Interest in the area of interactive control of music performance has been growing both inside and outside academia in recent years. The worldwide success of
music-related video games such as Guitar Hero, Rock Band, and WiiMusic shows
that the general public does not only like to listen to music, but also to play (with)
it. However, the freedom to control a musical performance in these commercial
examples is relatively limited. To score points, one has to hit the correct button
or do the right movement at the right time, where "right" normally means matching the original performance. More unbounded expression is sometimes allowed
through the so-called "jam" play modes.
Even though such commercial applications only appeared a few years ago, research in academia dates back more than thirty years. A large number of interactive music systems are described in the literature. These range from basic MIDI
sequencers controlled by a few parameters, to systems for improvisation that map
for example complex gestures to synthesis parameters or to robots performing
music. This work focuses on the limited category of systems with which the user
controls how a predefined musical score is performed.
How many have not, at least once, mimicked the orchestra conductor’s gestures while listening to a piece of classical music? Questions like these led many
researchers to develop interactive music performance systems. It is also the reason why most of these systems follow the well-established orchestra conducting
paradigm. This paradigm appears to be very suitable to describe the type of interaction that such systems aim at providing: the computer is a virtual orchestra,
which the user conducts by deciding how the score this orchestra is playing is
supposed to be performed. The first paper included in the thesis (Paper A) offers
a detailed overview of the systems based on the orchestra conducting paradigm.
The aspects discussed in Paper A that are more relevant for understanding the
design solutions adopted in the present work are briefly summarized in the following paragraphs.
Let us first look at how a generic interactive performance system works, with
the help of Figure 1.1. Typically, but not necessarily, the user controls the performance through gestures, which are picked up by devices fitted with sensors or by
videocameras. Various parameters describing the user’s intentions are obtained
from the analysis of the collected data. The gesture parameters are subsequently
mapped to musical parameters that define how the performance should sound
4
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Control

Modification and
Synthesis

Gesture
Analysis

Music
Modification

Sensor
Data

Performance
Parameters

Control
Parameters

Gesture to Performance Mapping

Expressive
Performance

Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a generic interactive performance system.
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like, according to the user’s intentions. The performance is finally synthesized
and played back, all in real time. This series of operations can be logically divided
into two groups, i.e. those related to the interactive control and those to the performance modification and synthesis. The two groups are linked together through
the mapping between the respective parameters. Within the two groups, several
different design options are available, although some choices on one side can limit
those on the other side.
To get a better idea of what the control and performance parameters are in
practice, it might be useful to adopt the four-level classification based on the level
of complexity/abstraction proposed by Camurri et al. (2001), and shown in Figure
1.2. At the bottom of the scale is the physical level, i.e. the signal (audio or sensor
data); at the second level we find those cues that can be extracted directly from
the signal, e.g. energy or direction for gestures, or tone’s intensity and pitch for
music; at an intermediate level we find descriptors related to segmented patterns,
such as complex gestures, or tempo and phrasing for music; at the highest level are
cues also known as semantic descriptors (Leman et al., 2005), representing abstract
qualities, such as emotions.
A parallel can easily be drawn between the general scheme shown in Figure 1.1
and the four levels of abstraction defined in Figure 1.2. In the control part of the
system, we start from physical level signals (i.e. sensor data), and analyze them
to extract control parameters at different levels of abstraction. These are mapped
to performance parameters of the same level. The changes to the performance
parameters are then propagated to the lower abstraction levels until the audio
signal is synthesized.
Probably the most important choice relating to the control part of the system
concerns the level at which the user can influence the performance, i.e. what is directly controlled by the user and what is automatically taken care of by the system
(see Paper A and Chapter 3 for more details on the topic). Regarding the performance modification and synthesis, the main question seems to be whether to play
symbolic scores through a synthesizer, or manipulate audio recordings of real performance (see again Paper A, and Chapters 2 and 4). Depending on the choices in
these two key areas, different control and performance parameters become available, and different mappings are required.

1.2

Objectives and requirements

To concretize the goal of providing an active listening experience to the user, a lot
of work has been dedicated to the development of applications for interactive music performance. Four main requirements were set for such applications. These
requirements are listed here, together with the approach followed to fulfill them.
The specific problems encountered during the development of such applications
have been addressed using a combination of novel methods and algorithms, which
are described in the included papers, and already available ones.
6
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Control

Performance

High-level Parameters
(Semantic Descriptors)
Emotions,
Musical Descriptors

Emotions

Mid-level Parameters
(Patterns, Structures)

Analysis

Tempo, Phrasing,
Melody, ...

Synthesis

Complex Gestures

Low-level Parameters
Energy, Direction,
Position, ...

Tone Parameters

Physical Level
Sensor and Video
Data

Audio Signal

Figure 1.2: Multi-layered conceptual framework in which both performance and
control parameters are divided into different levels of abstraction (adapted from
Camurri et al., 2001; Leman et al., 2005).
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1. Natural and realistic sound
Approach:

Manipulation of real audio recordings

Motivation: Although high quality MIDI synthesizers are available on the market, they tend to be very expensive. Furthermore, a lot of tweaking is required
in most cases to obtain realistic sounding results. In normal circumstances (i.e.
consumer computers), the naturalness of the music produced by the default synthesizer is very poor. Audio recordings should solve this problem as they are
consistent in all situations (i.e. they do not depend on the available synthesizer),
and they contain small variations, nuances, and environmental noises that help to
create a realistic experience.
Related problems: The modification of audio recordings, on the other hand, is
far more complex than the modification of a score representation. Several advanced audio signal processing techniques are required. Three are the main problems with this approach. First, to be able to compute the new performance parameters’ values, their original values should be known (i.e. performance analysis
is required). Second, modifications should not introduce disturbing artifacts that
would spoil the original quality of the audio recording. Third, the audio processing should be optimized to run in real time to make the system interactive.
More details: Chapters 2 and 4; Papers B and D

2. Easy and intuitive performance control
Approach 1:

Rule-based performance modifications

Motivation: The direct control of low-level performance parameters requires musical knowledge to create coherent performance constructs (e.g. phrasing). The
KTH rule system (Friberg et al., 2006, and Section 3.2) allows even non-musicians
to easily achieve pleasant performances with good musical standards by modeling
the way in which musicians control mid- and low-level parameters during their
performances.
Related problems: Modifications at the tone level are required to obtain the best
results with the KTH rule system. As a consequence, the low-level characteristics
of each tone to be modified need to be estimated. This is a trivial task for symbolic
music, but very complex when audio recordings are used (see Requirement 1).
More details: Chapters 3 and 4; Paper A
Approach 2:
8

Control based on semantic descriptors and expressive gestures

1.2. Objectives and requirements
Motivation: The KTH rule system contains several parameters that might be difficult to control simultaneously in real-time. Semantic descriptors, such as adjectives communicating an emotional state, can be used in combination with gesturebased control interfaces that automatically recognize and map expressive gestures
to the appropriate sets of performance parameters to allow the user a more immersive musical experience.
Related problems: The extraction of semantic features from gesture data requires
advanced analysis methods, based for example on machine learning and pattern
recognition. The use of semantic descriptors also implies the design of more complex mappings between control and performance parameters than those required
by the use of low-level descriptors.
More details: Chapter 3; Paper F

3. Effective and realistic performance modifications
Approach:

Modifications based on real instrument models

Motivation: As previously mentioned, the use of the KTH rule system implies
tone level modifications to the audio signal. It is well known that when a tone is
played on an acoustic instrument, its character (e.g. timbre, attack, sustain, release)
changes depending on the values of the performance parameters. More realistic
results can be obtained by modifying not only basic performance parameters such
as duration and sound level, but also more advanced tone characteristics such as
timbre, using for example specific instrument models.
Related problems: The use of such instrument models requires first of all an accurate estimation of the original tone’s parameters (see Requirement 1). Furthermore, the models need to be as general as possible, but at the same time seek to
preserve the original character of the particular instrument used for the recording.
More details: Chapter 4; Papers C and E

4. Portability
Approach:

Multi-platform applications based on generic hardware and software.

Motivation: The experimental systems described in literature usually require
specific hardware and software, as well as ad-hoc musical material to function,
although some attempts have been made to create open frameworks on which to
build extensible platforms. The applications developed within the present work
9
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are based as much as possible on hardware, software, and musical material readily available to everyone. Furthermore, the code has been written with scalability
and portability in mind, to be available on both computers and mobile devices.
Related problems: Certain compromises have to be accepted depending on the
chosen platform. For example, the use of audio recordings is not feasible on mobile
devices because of their limited computational power. Regarding the use of real
audio, although the long term objective is to be able to use any available recording,
the KTH rule system requires information currently only available in a symbolic
score, which needs thus to be available alongside the audio data.
More details: Chapter 5; Papers G and H

1.3

System design overview

During the time spent working on the present thesis, I developed a few prototype systems in which I tried to incorporate some, if not all, the requirements
contained in the previous list. The first prototypes were implemented in Matlab
(Fabiani and Friberg, 2007a,b) and although they allowed the transformation of
audio recordings using the KTH performance rules, they lacked real-time gesturebased control, and were not very portable. Another prototype application, named
PyDM, was then designed with portability and real-time performance in mind. It
was substantially a Python reimplementation of Friberg’s pDM (developed in the
Pure Data environment). PyDM supported real-time control of MIDI file using the
KTH rules and semantic descriptors, but not audio manipulation. It worked on
computers only, and did not support expressive gestures as control input.
As previously mentioned, considering the currently available technology, we
have to reach a compromise between the use of advanced signal processing techniques required by the manipulation of audio recordings and the portability allowed by mobile devices. For this reason, two separate applications were finally
developed by combining different parts of the earlier prototypes: PerMORFer (Paper G) and MoodifierLive (Paper H). The two applications somehow complement
each other: the former focuses on the sound quality, i.e. audio recordings manipulation and the creation of natural sounding performances; the latter focuses on
the ease of use, i.e. gesture-based control, and portability, i.e. works on mobile
devices.
Conceptually, the two applications follow the general scheme adopted by previous systems (see Figure 1.1), including the prototypes from which they derive.
The user’s intentions are interpreted from control data (e.g. expressive gestures)
and mapped to the performance parameters (in this case using the KTH rule system). The modified performance parameters are finally used to synthesize the
performance. Nevertheless, as previously pointed, combining the manipulation
of audio recordings with tone-level modifications based on the performance rules
10
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Figure 1.3: General block diagram of the interactive performance systems proposed in this thesis, using rule-based transformations of audio recordings.
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requires an extra passage to estimate the parameters of the original performance.
This is not necessary in case a symbolic representation of the music is used because
the original performance is the nominal performance described by the score itself.
The design of MoodifierLive, which can only play MIDI files, thus follows Figure 1.1. On the other hand, PerMORFer includes an additional analysis stage, as
shown in Figure 1.3. A similar block diagram was described by Amatriain et al.
(2003) in a paper where the concepts of content-based transformations of musical
audio signals was discussed from a theoretical point of view. Among the different
scenarios described in the paper, systems similar to PerMORFer were also envisioned for the future.

1.4

Outline

The following chapters give some essential background information to help the
reader see the content of the included papers in a more organic context. However,
it is beyond the scope of this first part of the thesis to give a complete overview of
all the fields related to the present work.
The structure of the thesis follows the same order in which the three main operations shown in Figure 1.3 (i.e. analysis, control, and modification/synthesis)
are carried out in PerMORFer. In Chapter 2, I will first discuss the analysis of
the audio signal for estimating the original performance parameters. Rule- and
gesture-based performance control is discussed in Chapter 3. Note that the work
presented in this chapter has been mostly carried out during the development of
MoodifierLive but, as we will see later, it also applies to PerMORFer. In fact, MoodifierLive and PerMORFer share a large amount of code in the control section. I
discuss then in Chapter 4 how modifications to the audio signal that match the
desired performance parameters are obtained, and how the new performance is
synthesized. The synthesis of a MIDI performance is trivial and is thus not discussed here. In Chapter 5, the two applications are summarized and compared
to other systems. Finally, some general conclusions and ideas for future developments are presented.
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CHAPTER

Analysis
The most noticeable difference between PerMORFer and the earlier systems, both
MIDI- and audio-based, is the audio performance analysis section. The need for
this analysis stage is a consequence of the kind of tone level modifications we want
to achieve, as mentioned in Chapter 1. In MIDI-based systems (e.g. pDM Friberg,
2006) the parameters of the tone (i.e. pitch, dynamics, duration, IOI) are available in the symbolic score, and modifications to their nominal values can easily
be obtained by changing the content of the MIDI messages sent to the synthesizer.
In previous audio-based systems, changes are instead only made to the overall
tempo and sound level, and not at the tone level. Some reference points, such as
beat positions, are sufficient for this type of modifications.
The KTH rule system is used in PerMORFer to compute tone level modifications to an audio recording (see Section 3.2 for examples of the available rules and
their function). A default modification value for each note and each rule is computed using the Director Musices computer program (Friberg, 1995) and saved in
the score, along with the note duration and dynamic level. The effect of a single rule on the overall performance is controlled by a weighting factor, which
can be changed by the user in real-time. If the score is played back through a
MIDI synthesizer, the performance parameters (i.e. tone duration and dynamics,
and tempo) are computed by combining the note parameters in the score with the
weighted sum of the rule values.
When manipulating an audio recording, the values of the tone parameters in
the original performance usually differ from the nominal values in the score. Consequently, they need to be estimated before applying the performance rules. For
example, assuming that in the target performance a tone has to sound mezzo forte,
different changes might apply depending on the original level of the tone: if it
was played fortissimo, dynamics are lowered, if it was played pianissimothey will
be raised, and if it was played mezzo fortethey will be left untouched. The tone level
performance modification in PerMORFer can be also seen as a two-stage process.
The original performance is first reduced to a so-called deadpan version matching the nominal performance found in the score. The exact same modification values used in the MIDI performance playback are then applied to the deadpan audio
13
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram showing the five main stages of the audio analysis process: onsets extraction, audio-to-score alignment, Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) computation, partials tracking, and tones parameter estimation (adapted
from Paper G).

signal. The two-stages are in practice merged by going directly from the original to
the modified performance, thus bypassing the deadpan version. The audio signal
performance analysis is a one-time operation, unless some of the analysis settings
are changed, and it does not require real-time performance.
Let us now briefly look at how the analysis of the audio signal is executed
in PerMORFer (for more details see Paper G). Figure 2.1 summarizes the five main
stages in the analysis process. The tone onsets in the audio signal are first detected.
Several methods are available to automatically extract tone onsets, some of which
are summarized in Section 2.1. For the time being, the onsets are estimated outside
PerMORFer using available tools and a list of their positions in time is fed to the
program before the analysis begins. Although very accurate detection is possible,
some manual corrections are almost always required.
Tone onsets are used here for the purpose of aligning the audio performance
14
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with the corresponding score, which is required because it contains the default
KTH performance rule values. Since the score is already available for the previous reason, it is also exploited in the audio analysis process, and in particular for
partials tracking and the separation of tones (see Section 2.4 and Paper G). Several
advanced methods for audio-to-score alignment are available as an alternative to
tone onset matching. A short summary of these methods is presented in Section
2.2.
The final two steps in the analysis procedure are the estimation of the tones parameters (i.e. pitch, duration, dynamics, IOI), and the tracking and separation of
their partials from the signal. This is done using a time-frequency representation
of the audio signal, i.e. the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). A fundamental
step that influences both the choice of techniques for parameter estimation and
the final performance synthesis is the selection of what I call here the audio analysis/synthesis framework, which are introduced in Section 2.3. Although analysis
and synthesis are strongly related, the latter is discussed more in detail in Chapter
4 together with tempo modifications. This choice is dictated by two reasons. The
first is that tempo modifications are an integral part of the synthesis process; the
second is to follow the chronological order of operations performed on the audio
signal.
A common problem in parameter estimation and partials tracking is overlapping partials, i.e. sinusoidal components that have frequencies so close to each
other that they are not distinguishable in the time-frequency representation of the
signal. This problem is presented in Paper B together with a possible solution (see
Section 2.4 for a summary).
Apart from being used to compute an expressive performance, the results from
the audio signal analysis can also be studied to understand the mechanisms behind music performance in itself. Paper D describes a study where an unusual
kind of music performance, e.g. DJ scratching, has been analyzed in order to link
both acoustical and gesture low-level parameters (see Figure 1.2) to adjectives expressing emotions. This kind of music performance analysis is briefly discussed
in Section 2.5, followed by a summary of Paper D.

2.1

Onset detection

Music can be seen as a succession of small events, the tones. Their onsets are thus a
fundamental feature to be extracted from a recording. A comprehensive overview
of the topic is given by Bello et al. (2005) and complemented by Dixon (2006). This
section is slightly more detailed because onset detection has not been discussed
elsewhere in the included papers.
Before talking about the different approaches to onset detection, it is useful to
define, with the help of Figure 2.2, three important terms that are often confused:
the tone’s attack, transient, and onset. The attack of a tone is the time interval during
which the amplitude envelope increases. The transient is usually a short interval
15
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Figure 2.2: Attack, transient and onset in the ideal case of an isolated tone (adapted
from Bello et al., 2005).

during which the signal evolves quickly in some non-trivial or unpredictable way.
The onset of the tone is a single instant that, in most cases, coincides with the
beginning of the transient. In more realistic cases, signals are noisy and polyphonic
and the distinction of transients from other parts of the tone is more difficult.
The standard procedure for onset detection can be broken down into three
parts: signal pre-processing, used to enhance certain characteristics of the sound,
such as impulsive parts; reduction of the signal to a detection function, which usually represents the level of transientness; extraction of the peaks in the detection
function, which represent the onsets’ estimated positions. The various techniques
differ from each other mostly in how the detection function is computed.
Bello et al. identify two main approaches to pre-processing. In the first approach, based on psychoacoustics, the signal is divided into multiple frequency
bands that approximate the behavior of the human auditory system (Duxbury et
al., 2002; Hainsworth and Macleod, 2003; Klapuri, 1999; Pertusa et al., 2005; Rodet
and Jaillet, 2001). It follows from the observation that humans can easily detect
tone onsets while listening even to very complex sounds. After pre-processing,
the bands can all be analyzed with the same method, or with different frequencydependent ones. The second approach to pre-processing attempts to separate transients from steady-state parts of the signal. It is usually performed by analysissynthesis techniques (see Section 2.3).
The concept of reduction, which is the most crucial part of the onset detection
process, refers to the transformation of the signal into a detection function that
better represents the occurrence of transients in the original signal. Three main
16
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approaches for obtaining such a detection function have been used.
The first and most evident sign of the occurrence of a transient is a sudden
increase in the signal’s amplitude, which can be detected using for example an
adaptive threshold on the amplitude’s envelope, preferably if measured on a logarithmic scale (see Klapuri, 1999). Narrower peaks are also obtained using the
derivative of the energy. Amplitude envelopes can also be used to detected tone
offsets. For this purpose, Brosbol and Schubert (2006) use sparse coding decomposition, while Friberg et al. (2007) combine amplitude and pitch variations to
improve the detection of slow attacks and releases. Tone offsets are detected in
PerMORFer from the amplitude envelope using a threshold that adapts to the envelope’s maximum value.
Other features indicating transientness can be found in the spectral structure
of the signal. A transient is usually characterized by a wide band event in the
frequency domain. The effect is more noticeable at higher frequencies, since the
energy of the signal is normally concentrated in the low frequencies band. Frequency dependent weighting of the STFT, or the distance between successive STFT
windows, also known as spectral flux, has been used to emphasize these spectral
variations (Duxbury et al., 2002; Masri, 1996). Besides energy variations, transients
also produced time and frequency dependent phase variations in the STFT that
can be exploited to produce detection functions (Bello and Sandler, 2003; Duxbury
et al., 2002).
More advanced techniques are based on alternative types of transforms (e.g.
Wavelet), and on probability models where onsets detection is based on the assumption that a transient is usually an abrupt change that does not follow a predefined model (see for example Basseville and Benveniste, 1983).
The identification of peaks in the detection function is the final step of the onset detection process. Results from different detection functions can be combined,
as in Friberg et al. (2007); Holzapfel et al. (2010). Bello et al. offers some guidelines for choosing the right detection function according to the application’s requirements. Time domain methods are adequate for percussive sounds, while
for strongly pitched signals spectral methods are more appropriate. Spectral difference is a good general choice, although more computationally demanding. For
high precision detection, methods based on wavelet transforms are suggested. The
best overall results are given by the statistical methods, but the computational load
is much higher.
Since onset detection is not integrated in PerMORFer, any of the above methods
can be used. However, the estimated onset positions are normally corrected by
hand before being used in the program, because 100% estimation accuracy is hard
to achieve. Wrong positions compromise the audio-to-score alignment and thus
both the tone separation and parameter estimation (see following sections). Wrong
tone parameter estimation consequently causes mistakes in the calculation of the
performance transformations (see Chapter 4).
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2.2

Audio-to-score alignment

Audio-to-score alignment refers to the procedure that seeks to find a correspondence between a symbolic representation of a piece of music, and an audio performance of the same piece. This means identifying and pairing the positions of
relevant events in both the score and the audio signal. Note that not always a oneto-one correspondence between events exists, as musicians might miss a tone, or
improvise.
As pointed out in a short but informative overview of the subject by Dannenberg and Raphael (2006), there are two different versions of this matching problem:
an offline version, usually called score alignment, and an online version, commonly
known as score following. The main difference between the two is that in the
offline case, information about future events can be used in the matching, while
only the past events are available in score following. I will focus here on offline
methods because they are most relevant for PerMORFer, although large parts of
the discussion can be extended to online methods as well.
According to Ewert et al. (2009), the process of matching an audio recording to
a score can be broken down into three steps: feature extraction, feature distance
computation, and optimal alignment estimation. To be able to compare the two
representations, one must first identify and extract common features between the
score and audio signal, such as for example onsets and pitches. Heuristic rules
can be used in order to handle missing tones, as well as simultaneous onsets in the
score that are separated in the audio signal.
The problem with such simple features is that the extraction accuracy is not
always high enough, especially with polyphonic recordings. Alternatively, spectral features extracted from the STFT of the audio signal can be used. The same
features are obtained from the score with a variety of methods. For example, an
audio representation of the score produced with a MIDI synthesizer is analyzed by
Woodruff et al. (2006) with the same techniques used on the audio signal. Models
of the spectrum based on the assumption that tones have harmonic spectra have
also been proposed (Raphael, 2008). Another popular approach is to compare the
chromagrams derived from the audio signal and from the score (Hu et al., 2003).
The second step in the process consists in the creation of the so-called cost matrix. The distance between all values from the two features vectors previously extracted from the score and the audio recording are computed. Different distances
have been used, such as the Euclidean distance (Loscos et al., 1999), or the cosine
distance (Ewert et al., 2009).
Finally, an optimal, minimum-cost path to go through the cost matrix is estimated. The most common approach to achieve this goal is by dynamic programming. In particular, Dynamic Time Wrapping is a standard method for aligning
two given sequences (see e.g. Dixon and Widmer, 2005; Orio and Schwarz, 2001,
for a detailed explanation). Unfortunately, dynamic programming is not suitable
for online alignment, as it requires the complete cost matrix.
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) on the other hand can be used both in offline
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and online alignment (Loscos et al., 1999; Raphael, 1999). Each note or chord in
the score is represented by a node in the model. The optimal time of transition to
the next node is computed based on the distance between the features vectors. A
drawback with HMMs is the fact that they need to be trained.
Dannenberg and Raphael provide a list of some typical applications for audioto-score alignment. Online score following is suitable for automatic accompaniment of solo musicians, for example for practice purposes. Several commercial
systems are available for this purpose. For offline matching, they envision applications that would allow audio engineers to automatically identify and edit specific tones in a recording. For example, score-assisted source separation that relies
on accurate audio-to-score alignment has been proposed by Raphael (2008). The
onset-based score alignment implemented in PerMORFer might be substituted in
future releases with one of the above-mentioned more advanced techniques.

2.3

Analysis-Synthesis frameworks

The choice of an analysis-synthesis framework in which to perform low-level analysis and manipulation of the audio signal is an important step in the design of
an interactive system for automatic music performance. Amatriain et al. (2003)
present an interesting theoretical analysis of what they define as content-based transformation of musical audio signals. They identify two possible approaches to such
transformations: one in which the information obtained from the analysis of the
signal is fed back to a transformation block working directly on the input signal,
and another in which the analysis data is modeled and used as input to a synthesis
block which generates a new signal.
The Phase Vocoder and sinusoidal modeling are popular options respectively
for the first and second approach. Both frameworks take advantage of a timefrequency representation of the signal, normally the STFT, although other transforms such as Wavelets or Discrete Cosine Transforms have also been used. To
compute the STFT, the sampled signal is first divided into chunks of constant
length, usually overlapping in time. These chunks are multiplied by an analysis window (e.g. Hanning, Hamming, and Sine windows), and the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the resulting signal is finally computed. The magnitude of the
STFT is also known as the spectrogram.
The analysis-synthesis framework used in PerMORFer combines the Phase Vocoder-based approach, where the input data is modified and re-synthesized, with
some techniques borrowed from sinusoidal modeling, such as partials tracking.
Therefore, both frameworks are briefly summarized here.

Phase Vocoder
Thanks to its simplicity and the fact that in its basic form it is relatively easy to implement, the Phase Vocoder (Dolson, 1986; Flanagan and Golden, 1966) is one of
the most popular frameworks for audio signal manipulation. The Phase Vocoder
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is traditionally understood in two different ways: as a filter bank, or as a block-byblock FFT model (see for example Dolson, 1986; Zolzer, 2002). These two models
are translated in the time-frequency plane as horizontal and vertical lines, respectively.
Looking at the Phase Vocoder from the FFT point of view, it is easy to see
that what we call the analysis process is in fact the computation of the STFT with
an analysis window h a (n) and frame overlap ratio (or step size) Sa between data
chunks. The synthesis process consists of the computation of the Inverse FFT
of each frame, followed by multiplication with a synthesis window hs (n), and
overlap-add of the resulting signal chunks with a synthesis ratio Ss . Perfect reconstruction of the original signal is achieved if no changes are made to the STFT,
Sa ≡ Ss , and appropriate analysis and synthesis windows are used.
As mentioned earlier, time scale modifications are an integral part of the synthesis process: to perform time stretching without changing the pitch of the tones,
different frame overlap ratios are used for analysis and synthesis (i.e. Sa �= Ss ).
For more details regarding time scale modifications the reader is referred to Chapter 4. Changes to the pitch of the tones as well as more advanced effects can also
be obtained with the Phase Vocoder by manipulating the STFT (see for example
Laroche and Dolson, 1999b). However, to avoid artifacts such as a reverberant
sound or the so-called transients smearing (i.e. loss of sharpness in the tones onsets), the phase of the STFT needs to be corrected before the inverse transform can
be computed. This follows from the fact that the phase of a sinusoid changes over
time as a function of its frequency. If the frequency is changed (i.e. pitch-related
transformations), or the time scale of the STFT is altered, the original relation between frequency and phase is lost and needs to be corrected. The phase is usually
only corrected around the energy peaks in the spectrogram, since they correspond
to the sinusoidal component (see for example the Phase-locked Vocoder in Laroche
and Dolson, 1999a).
The re-synthesis of the modified audio signal is obtained in PerMORFer with
spectrogram inversion (i.e. reconstruction of the time signal from the STFT’s magnitude only) and not by correcting the phase of the modified STFT. This choice was
made in order to avoid tracking all the phase changes introduced by the performance modification section (see Chapter 4).

Spectral modeling
A different approach to analysis and re-synthesis of audio is based on parametrical
models of the spectrum of the signal. Sinusoidal models, first used for speech by
McAulay and Quatieri (1986), are based on Fourier theory, which decomposes a
signal into the sum of time-varying sinusoids. This model is well suited to musical
signals since music is composed by tones with a more or less constant pitch and an
harmonic spectrum. The model has been extended to accommodate parts of the
signal that are not harmonic, such as transients and noise, which for example are
represented by stochastic models (Serra and Smith, 1990). An overview of some
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of the analysis-synthesis frameworks developed over the years can be found in
Wright et al. (2000) and Beauchamp (2006). Examples include SMS by Serra and
Smith (1990), SNDAN by Beauchamp (1993), and the IRCAM’s analysis/synthesis
suite (Rodet, 1997).
The analysis of the signal in spectral modeling involves the estimation of the
model parameters. For the harmonic part of the signal, these parameters are the
time-varying frequency, phase, and amplitude of the sinusoidal components. Section 2.4 discusses the problems related to the estimation of such parameters, as
well as the tracking and separating of the single sinusoidal components. These
operations are discussed separately because they are not only used in sinusoidal
modeling but also for other purposes, such as in performance analysis (see Section 2.5), and source separation, which aims at isolating the different instruments
in a polyphonic recording. Spectral modeling can be seen as a possible approach
to source separation, as long as the partial tracks are grouped according to the
instrument that produced them.
Compared to the Phase Vocoder, where the analysis is basically the computation of the STFT, spectral modeling requires more advanced techniques to accurately estimate the model parameters. On the other hand, transformations are easily obtained with sinusoidal modeling by altering the model parameters. The more
accurate the estimation of these parameters, the more realistic the re-synthesized
signal, which is normally obtained with additive synthesis.

2.4

Tone parameters estimation

The three parameters that mainly define a tone are pitch, duration, and dynamics.
Accurate estimation of these parameters is an important task for many reasons.
In sinusoidal modeling it is essential in order to correctly reconstruct the signal
with the model. It is also the base for a correct performance analysis, which in
turn is essential for successfully applying rule-based modifications such as those
described in the present work. Finally, the tone parameters are also interesting for
musicological or psychological studies, as we will see in Section 2.5.

Articulation estimation
Articulation can mean different things for different persons. A very general definition is offered by Cooper (1985):
In music, an articulation is a sign, direction, or performance technique
that indicates or affects the transition or continuity between notes or
sounds. Articulations include ties, slurs, phrase marks, staccati, staccatissimi, accents, sforzandi, rinforzandi, and legati.
In the present work, though, articulation is used to define only the relative duration of a tone with respect to the IOI (i.e. articulation ratio), and is described by
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such adjectives as legato and staccato. This is in line with the definition used in the
KTH rule system.
Articulation is important for the expressive character of a performance. For
example, Bresin and Battel (2000) studied the strategies used by different pianists
performing the same score in order to have an overalpp legato or staccato perception. The key overlap depends on the duration of the note, and is usually 40% of
the IOI for staccato articulation, while repeated notes were played with 60% duration.
Section 2.1 describes several methods to detect the onset of a tone, some of
which also provide an estimate of the offset position. The duration of the tone is
obtained by simply computing the difference between the onset and offset times.
In Brosbol and Schubert (2006), an overall articulation index was defined as the
total time that at least one tone is sounding, divided by the total length of the
piece. Maestre and Gomez (2005) automatically extract expressive features from
a monophonic saxophone recording by first segmenting the signal into different
events (attack, sustain, release, and transition segments), and subsequently computing an amplitude and pitch contour, from which articulation and dynamics
information can be extracted.
As explained in Paper G, articulation is estimated in PerMORFer by detecting
the offset of each tone from its amplitude envelope. Some basic attempts were
made to automatically identify the attack and release parts of the tone by fitting a
segmented line to the envelope, but in the current version of the system, they are
defined by a fixed length.

Pitch estimation
The term pitch refers to the perceptual sensation of how high or low a certain tone
is. Although mainly related to the fundamental frequency, its perception also depends on the partials of which complex harmonic sounds are composed. Indeed,
studies have shown that in certain cases it is possible to recognize a pitch even if
the fundamental frequency is missing (see e.g. Schmuckler, 2004). Pitch is a midlevel feature, according to the classification described in Chapter 1. To estimate
such mid-level features, one does normally start from the estimation of the physical low-level ones.
Pitch estimation can be broken down into three steps: estimation of the peak
frequencies in the spectrogram, which usually represent sinusoidal components in
the signal; partials tracking, i.e. grouping of these peaks according to the evolution of their frequency and amplitude in time; and estimation of the fundamental
frequency of the tone according to the frequency relations among these partials. To
define a sinusoidal model, one can limit the analysis to the partials tracking, unless pitch-related modifications are required. Fundamental frequency estimation
is necessary for automatic music transcription (see Klapuri and Davy, 2006, for
an overview). Since the score is already available in PerMORFer, only frequency
estimation and partials tracking are needed.
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Frequency estimation
The number of instruments playing simultaneously is a crucial factor influencing pitch estimation accuracy and the choice of methods to employ. Accurate frequency estimation is relatively easy to achieve in monophonic recordings, as long
as the tones have a stable pitch. If a time-frequency representation of the signal
is available, accurate results can be obtained by interpolating the real position of
the energy peak within a frequency bin (see for example Ferreira and Sinha, 2005;
Serra and Smith, 1990, as well as Paper B).
Frequency estimation in polyphonic recordings, on the other hand, represents
a more challenging task. The main problem in this case is that of overlapping
partials. As a consequence of the quasi-rational relation between tones in Western music scales, the partials that constitute different tones often have frequencies
very close, if not identical, to each other. Although classic methods such as peak
interpolation still work well in polyphonic recordings for non-overlapping partials, they are not accurate when the frequency of the two components are very
close to one another.
The problem of overlapping partials has been address in Paper B, to which the
reader is also referred for a more complete overview of the already available methods. The method described in this paper is summarized in the following section.
An extension is also proposed here, and described in more detail in Appendix X.
The extended version of this algorithm is used for frequency estimation in PerMORFer.
Summary of Paper B
The algorithm described in Paper B starts from the assumption that the STFT of a
stationary sinusoidal component corresponds to the FFT of the analysis window,
shifted and centered around the frequency of the sinusoid. The window used in
this case was the sine window. The STFT of the sum of two overlapping components (i.e. that have a frequency falling in the same FFT frequency bin) is modeled
as the sum of two window transforms, which are functions of the frequency, amplitude, and phase of the two sinusoids. The complex values of the three frequency
bins centered around the peak in the STFT corresponding to the two overlapping
partials are used to estimate the model parameters by solving a system of six equations (i.e. the real and imaginary parts of the three bins) in six unknowns (i.e. the
frequency, phase, and amplitude of the two components). In Paper E, the system
of equations was solved numerically using a grid search.
Evaluation using synthetic sinusoids showed that the method can accurately
estimate the parameters of two overlapping partials even if their frequencies are
moderately modulated, and for Signal-to-Noise ratios down to 30 dB. The algorithm can also be used to estimate the frequency of a single sinusoid. In this case,
it performs better than a similar method (Ferreira and Sinha, 2005).
The method described in Paper B has two limitations. First, as the approach by
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Ferreira and Sinha (2005), it was developed using the Odd Discrete Fourier Transform (ODFT). Nevertheless, it can be adapted to work with the more common
DFT. Second, solving the system of equations numerically makes it very computationally demanding. A solution to this problem is proposed in Appendix X, where
an analytical solution to the system of six equations is derived for the sine window
case. The same procedure can be adapted to derive analytical solutions for other
window types, such as the Generalized Hamming window family.
Partials tracking
Partials (or frequency) tracking consists in grouping the peaks identified in the
STFT into tracks in which frequency, phase, and amplitude coherently evolve in
time. Each track represents a partial, i.e. a time-varying sinusoid. Looking at the
spectrogram, these tracks clearly appear as horizontal lines, but for a computer
system the task of identifying them is not trivial. A short but informative overview
of partials tracking can be found in Beauchamp et al. (2006).
The concept of frequency tracking was first introduced in speech analysis by
McAulay and Quatieri (1986), and extended by Smith and Serra (1987) for musical
applications. Peaks in consecutive time frames are connected following several
heuristic rules, such as limits to the maximum variations of frequency and amplitude between two successive frames. Rules are used to decide when a track begins
and ends (since tracks do not extend to the entire recording): for example, a track
is deemed to be over only if the absence of a matching peak persists for several
frames.
More advanced partials tracking methods try to look at the problem from a
wider perspective, taking into consideration large time spans. Difficult problems
to solve in frequency tracking involve fast or large frequency variations, such as
vibrato or sinusoidal components crossing each other in frequency. Methods involving for example Hidden Markov Models (Depalle et al., 1993) or linear predictors (Lagrange et al., 2007), showed improved results over standard methods in
these more complex situations.
Partials tracking can be simplified if some a priori knowledge about the signal is available. This is the case if an aligned score is provided along with the
audio recording. Score-assisted partials tracking has been used for example by
Raphael (2008) for separating the melody and the accompaniment lines in a polyphonic recording. The purpose of this method was not properly partials tracking, but source separation, i.e. the separation of different instruments in a polyphonic recording. The two topics are related because if we are able to group the
estimated tracks based on the instrument that generated them, we have in fact
achieved source separation.
However, having monophonic recordings of each instrument makes the pitch
estimation much easier. For example, former systems for interactive modification
of audio recordings used monophonic multitrack recordings (Borchers, 2009), even
though they did not attempt tone-level modifications. An intermediate solution
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could be to use advanced source separation techniques to pre-process polyphonic
recordings and thus obtain separate tracks for each instrument.
An approach similar to the one proposed by Raphael has been used in PerMORFer, as explained in Paper G. A mask based on the fundamental frequency
(determined by the score) and on the assumption that the tones have harmonic
spectra is combined with the previously mentioned heuristic rules in order to identify which peaks in the spectrogram belong to the same sinusoidal component.

Dynamics estimation
The term dynamics is used here to make a distinction between the physical quantity that is the amplitude of the tone, and the composite perceptual quantity that
is better described by musical terms such as piano or forte. Automatic dynamics
estimation is a complex problem because, unlike duration and pitch, several factors contribute to its perception. Paper C presents a study that investigated these
factors by systematically varying three parameters: pitch, timbre, and loudness.
The results from this paper are interesting for at least two reasons. First of all,
they justify the complex manipulations used in PerMORFer and described in Paper E for dynamics modification. Second, we can use them to create algorithms
for dynamics estimation based on the same acoustical cues involved in its perception by human listeners. Because of the second reason, a summary of the paper
is included here, followed by the description of an attempt at developing such an
algorithm for dynamics estimation.
Summary of Paper C
An experiment is described which aimed at studying the effect of three perceptual
tone features, i.e. pitch, loudness, and timbre, on the perception of the dynamics
of isolated acoustical instrument tones. Tones from five instruments (i.e. clarinet,
flute, trumpet, violin, piano) were used in a full factorial design. The features were
varied over three values: pitch over three octaves (four for piano), loudness over
three levels (i.e. low, mid, and high), and timbre over three spectral qualities (pp,
mf, ff ). After listening each stimulus only once the subjects were asked to judge as
fast as possible its dynamics on a six-step scale between pp and ff.
The results for each instrument were separately analyzed using a three-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures. Significant main effects
for all the three factors were found for all the instruments. The main effects’ sizes,
although in general quite large, varied appreciably among instruments. For example, the effect of timbre was markedly higher for clarinet than for flute. Pitch was
found to be not so important for violin and trumpet. Although we found some significant interactions among the factors, their effect size was considerably smaller
than that of the main effects. In general, our hypothesis that both loudness and
timbre are equally important in the perception of dynamics, and that pitch plays a
lesser role, was confirmed by the data from the experiment.
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Dynamics estimation based on spectral variations
Because of its complexity, automatic dynamics estimation is a relatively neglected
topic. Only in the last few years have computational methods been introduced
in the study of music performance. They are used almost exclusively for tempo
analysis through algorithms for onset detection and tempo estimation.
Although the sound level of a tone is normally used as an estimate for dynamics, it might not be a good estimate for several possible reasons. First of all, the radiation patterns of musical instruments introduce large variations in the measured
sound level, depending on the position of the microphone. Room acoustics and
the distance from the microphone are other influential factors. Furthermore, the
relative levels between instruments might be altered during the mixing of multitrack recordings used in modern studios. Effects such as compressors and limiters
also alter the sound level.
The results of Paper C show that timbre plays an equally important role in the
perception of dynamics. It was previously shown by Nakamura (1987) that listeners could identify the intended dynamics of tones even if these did not have any
relation with their sound level. As shown by several measurements (e.g. Luce,
1975), there are clear differences in the spectrum of tones played at different dynamics.
Compared to sound level, timbre appears to be a more constant factor. For
this reason, I attempted to estimate the dynamic level of a tone from its spectral
characteristics only. This study is summarized in the following section, although
for many reasons it did not lead to particularly good results, and was thus not
published.
A lot of attention in the past have been given to automatic identification of
instruments (see for example Kitahara, 2007) based on their timbre characteristics. The methods described in literature build on previous perceptual studies on
the similarity of instrumental tones. Probably the best known study of this kind
is described in Grey (1977). In general, subjects are asked to rate the similarity
between different tones. The ratings are then analyzed using Multidimensional
Scaling (MDS) in order to place the tones on a multidimensional space based on
their relative similarity. The dimensions of such a space are then related to acoustical features that can be extracted from the sound, for example spectral features
like brightness, spectral slope, flux, and tilt, or the cepstral coefficients. These features can then be used to train machine learning algorithms, such as for example
Support Vector Machines (SVM), to achieve automatic instrument classification.
These methods inspired my approach to dynamics estimation. There are, as we
have seen, timbre differences between tones played with different dynamics on the
same instrument, although these differences might be much smaller than those between two different instruments. The first acoustical features to be considered for
this purpose were the features normally used for instrument classification. Other
features were also tested, for example down sampled spectral envelopes, and the
ratios between each partial and the fundamental frequency.
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To experiment with this approach, the recordings collected for the studies presented in Papers C and E were used. Features vectors were extracted for all
the tones and their dimensionality reduced using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) to in part reduce redundancy. The reduced feature vectors were used to
train both SVM classifiers with different numbers of classes, and a SVM regressor.
The sample labels used for training were the dynamics that the musicians were
asked to perform. Several sets of features, as well as several different training data
sets were tested. For example, tones were divided into octave groups in order to
reduce the influence of pitch on the spectral features, as in Paper E.
Note that there is a difference in the dynamics estimation of impulsive (e.g.
piano, guitar) and sustained tones (e.g. bowed instruments, woodwinds, brass
instruments). For the former, a single measure is sufficient, since the dynamics
cannot be modified once the tone has been played. For the latter, dynamics can
vary over time. In this study, only spectral timbre features were used, while transient features, i.e. those related to the attack of a tone, were not considered. Since
dynamics perception in impulsive tones relies more on the attack of tone (see Paper C) I focused here on sustained instruments. Features vectors were extracted
for every time frame in the STFT representation of the signal. However, since the
KTH rule system does not define variations within a tone, single values for a tone
were obtained by either taking the median of the classification results, or the most
recurring level.
Although in general the results from cross-validation were promising, with
around 80% correct matches, the results deteriorated considerably (down to 60%
or even lower) when the system was used to classify tones from a different instrument specimen. This suggests that despite cross-validation the classifier suffered
from over-fitting.
The poor results of this study might be caused by several factors. First, the reduced number of samples and musicians used in the training is certainly one cause
for over-fitting. Second, the correctness of the labels used for training the classifier
had not been verified: they were based on what the musicians were asked to play
during the recording, but significant uncertainty in the accuracy and consistency
of a single musician. The regressor was trained using the same labels, and not a
continuos measure of the level, as would have been more appropriate. A measure
of loudness, based on the ITU-R BS.1770-1 standard, was also tried to train the
regressor, but the results did not significantly improve.
The feature vectors that gave the best results were down-sampled and averaged spectral envelopes. My explanation, however not directly supported by actual data, is that these features represent a good compromise between the detail
of high-resolution spectral envelopes, and the coarseness of classic features, such
as those used to measure brightness, which can be used to distinguish between
different instruments, but fail to point out differences within instruments.
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2.5

Overall performance analysis

Tone-level performance modifications such as those achieved by PerMORFer are
only a particular application for the estimation of low- and mid-level tone parameters with the methods described in the previous sections. These parameters are
used in other fields related to music performance. In musicology they are used
for example to study and compare different interpretation styles, and how they
evolve over the years. Psychologists and neuroscientist look for connections between these parameters and the perception for example of emotions (Juslin and
Timmers, 2010).
Paper D is included here as an example of the use of low- and mid-level parameters in the study of expressivity in music. Another reason for its inclusion is the
fact that the type of audio and sensor data required developing specific analysis
techniques because of their unique nature.
Summary of Paper D
This is a study that aimed at understanding if, and how, it is possible to create
expressive performances with DJ scratching. Three DJs were asked to express a
number of emotions through their scratching performances, and two kinds of data
were collected. An audio signal of the performances was also recorded. Furthermore, sensors were installed on the record player and on the mixer’s crossfader in
order to detected the record’s direction and speed of rotation, and the crossfader’s
position.
Because of the uniqueness of DJ scratching audio signals (e.g. extremely short
events, absence of a defined pitch), standard techniques for audio features extraction, such as those implemented in the MIR Toolbox (Lartillot and Toiviainen,
2007), were found unsuitable in this situation. Algorithms that combine audio and
sensors data were developed by the author in order to extract mechanical, acoustical, and overall performance features. Mechanical features include the crossfader’s onset and offset times, the record’s direction and speed, and the position,
at any given instant, of the player’s needle within the sample used for scratching.
Acoustical features include tone onsets and offsets, sound level, spectral centroid,
attack slope, and pitch. Overall features include gesture coordination and quantity
of motion.
The analysis of the features extracted from the sensor data showed that the expressive practices used by DJs in their performances were very similar to those
used by more traditional musicians, when they attempt to convey different emotions. However, the resulting audio representation of these performances was very
far from that of common musical instruments, thus the need for custom analysis
methods. Perceptual studies are still required in order to asses if listeners are able
to understand the intended emotion only from the audio recording.
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CHAPTER

Control
This chapter presents and discusses the problems related to the interpretation of
the user’s expressive intentions and their mapping to meaningful transformations
of the performance parameters. Section 3.1 is a summary, and an extension, of Paper A. This paper contains a broad overview of the control aspects of interactive
systems for automatic music performance, in particular those referred to as virtual
conducting. Section 3.2 briefly summarizes the KTH rule system for music performance, on which both PerMORFer and MoodifierLive are based. Section 3.3 gives
a brief overview of the relation between music and emotions, and how it can be
used to create high-level performance control paradigms. Finally, Section 3.4 describes how the limited resources available in a mobile phone were used to build
a gesture-based performance control interface (Paper F).

3.1

Control mode categories

In Paper A, a classification of the different performance control approaches found
in the literature is proposed, based on a combination of two concepts. On one side,
the considerations made by Buxton et al. (1980) regarding the balance between the
level of control given to the user and the level of automatization of the system.
On the other side, the concepts behind the levels of abstraction used to classify
the performance and gesture parameters that were presented in Chapter 1. Three
categories were identified in Paper A that directly correspond to the three top
levels of abstraction in Figure 1.2:
Direct control. The user is given direct control to the low- and mid-level performance features, for example the overall tempo and dynamics, and the articulation of the single tones.
Model-based control. The system automatically takes care of low- and mid-level
performance parameters using models of high-level performance features
such as phrasing (i.e. tempo and dynamics arches), and micro-variations in
articulation and dynamics. The user controls the model’s parameters rather
than the low- and mid-level performance parameters.
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Control based on semantic descriptors. The user defines the overall character of
the performance through semantic descriptors such as emotional or musical
adjectives (e.g. sad, happy, angry; con brio, allegro, maestoso). These adjectives
can be mapped to the performance models, or directly to low-level performance parameters.
The boundaries between these categories are rather loosely defined. For example, systems adding a fixed delay to the beat defined by the conductor’s gestures
could be classified either as direct control or rule-based control: the user directly
controls the tempo, although the introduced delay models part of the behavior of
a real orchestra.
Based on the user group that the application targets, one or more of these approaches are normally chosen. Users can also be grouped depending on their level
of musical knowledge, as described in Friberg (2006). These groups are:
Conductor level. The group includes conductors who know what it means and
how it feels to direct an orchestra. Most of the systems reviewed in Paper
A have the more or less explicit goal of providing an emulation of orchestra
conducting as realistic as possible. These systems have an obvious pedagogic application, both for students and expert composers who want to be
able to practice at any time. Solutions adopted to achieve this goal include
for example automatic recognition of standard conducting gestures. Unobtrusive methods that allow the use of real batons has been emphasized because it was observed that other control devices create a sense of discomfort
in the users (Marrin Nakra, 2000). The systems were not always formally
evaluated with real conductors, but it seems that some achieved acceptable
results (Baba et al., 2010).
Musician level. This category includes those who have never conducted an orchestra but are familiar with musical concepts such as phrasing, ritardando,
staccato, and so on. These users might be less sensitive to such details as
the weight of the baton or the response time of the orchestra, but they know
how to perform a piece of music so that it sounds good. For this category of
users, both direct and model-based control have been used because the users
understand the meaning of the parameters of a performance model, and can
use them directly to fine-tune their performance. This kind of control could
also be used by conductors to experiment with their performances before
meeting with the real orchestra, as suggested in Hashida et al. (2009).
Naïve level. Adults and children with no musical experience belong to this user
group. Naïve users are considered here as those who enjoy music but don’t
know anything about the previously mentioned musical concepts. To allow them to easily achieve pleasant and musically correct performances (e.g.
without sudden tempo and dynamics changes, or stops in unexpected positions), semantic descriptors have been previously used in conjunction with
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Figure 3.1: Mental states as a function of the skill of the user and the challenge
level of the task (adapted from Csikszentmihalyi, 1998).

the KTH rule system (Bresin and Battel, 2000; Friberg, 2006). By employing
for example emotional descriptors to define the desired performance, the relative underlying variations of the performance parameters are hidden from
the user. These variations and their relation to semantic descriptors, which
are well known to musicians, have been previously studied and modeled
(see Section 3.3 for an overview).
Nothing prevents conductors to use semantic descriptors or a naïve user to use
low-level control modes. These control levels can be looked at from the point of
view of the flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1998), which has applications in game
design, education, and music, among other things. The flow theory was only referred to in Paper A, and it is thus briefly summarized here.
The flow theory states that in normal conditions only about one third of the
mental capacity of an individual is used by the task at hand, so that we are able
to decide what to focus on. But when we find ourselves in a state of flow, all the
attention is allocated to the current task, and we loose awareness of everything
else. According to Csikszentmihalyi, several mental states can be defined by the
relation between the level of challenge and the level of skill for the task at hand,
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as perceived by the user (see Figure 3.1). To enter in the state of flow, the levels of
challenge and skill must both be above the average.
Applications can be design to adapt the level of challenge to the skills of the
user, which improves with training, either continuously or step by step, as for example in computer games. The same approach has been used in the performance
systems based on the KTH rule system, including PerMORFer and MoodifierLive.
The naïve users can start with the semantic descriptors to get an idea of how a performance should sound. Once they get accustomed, they can step up and explore
single performance rules and how they influence the performance. Finally they
can create their personal performances taking either control of the single rules or
of the low-level parameters. In this way it would be possible to maintain the state
of flow for a longer period of time. If unskilled users are presented with a difficult
task from the beginning, the risk is that they become frustrated.
PerMORFer and MoodifierLive mainly target the naïve group of users, following
the requirements described in Section 1.2. They use both the KTH rule system
(Section 3.2) and semantic descriptors (Section 3.3).

3.2

The KTH rule system

The performance control in both PerMORFer and MoodifierLive is based on the KTH
rule system for music performance, which is thus briefly summarized here. For a
complete overview, see for example Friberg et al. (2006).
The performance rules define contextual modifications to the low-level performance parameters such as tempo, note duration and dynamics. Some of the rules
are applied automatically to each note based on their pitch and neighboring notes,
while other rules require some additional information specified by the user, for
example phrase boundaries or the definition of the melody line.
The following rules are a selection of the most commonly used ones:
High-Loud: increases the dynamic level as a function of the fundamental frequency.
Duration Contrast Articulation: inserts a micro pause between two consecutive
notes if the first note has an Inter Onset Interval (IOI) of between 30 and 600
ms.
Duration Contrast: increases the contrast between long and short notes, i.e. comparatively short notes are shortened and softened, while comparatively long
notes are lengthened and made louder.
Punctuation: automatically locates small tone groups and marks them with a
lengthening of the last note and a following micro-pause.
Phrase Arch: each phrase is performed with an arch-like tempo and dynamic
level curve, starting slow/soft, becoming faster/louder in the middle, followed by a ritardando-decrescendo at the end.
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Final Ritardando: introduces a ritardando at the end of the piece.
Tempo: changes the overall tempo of the score by a constant percentage.
Sound Level: decreases or increases the dynamic level of all notes in the score by
a constant value.
As previously mentioned (Chapter 2), default modification value for each note
and each rule is saved in the score file, and controlled by a weighting factor k n ,
which can be changed by the user in real-time. For example, given the nominal
note duration dS , the performance note duration d P is obtained as (Friberg, 2006):
d P = dS +

N

∑ kn ∆rn

(3.1)

n =1

where ∆rn is the default deviation value of the nth rule, and N is the number of
rules. The weighting factors can also be mapped to predefined semantic descriptors, as explained in the following section.

3.3

Emotions as semantic performance descriptors

There is undoubtedly a strong connection between music and emotions, which
has been the subject of numerous studies (see Juslin and Sloboda, 2010, for an
overview). Emotions have been previously used as semantic performance descriptors to simplify the control of automatic music performance in combination with
KTH rules (see for example Bresin and Friberg, 2000; Friberg, 2005, 2006), an approach that has been followed also in the present work. I present here a short
summary of the theories about music and emotions behind the development of
the control paradigms described in Paper F.
Before discussing the connection between music and emotions, two apparently
similar but distinct concepts need to be defined (Juslin and Sloboda, 2001): emotions induced and emotion expressed by music. Emotions can be induced by music,
i.e. the listener’s emotional state is modified. On the other hand, with the term
expressed we mean instead those emotions that emerge from a detached analysis of
the performance, and that can be easily recognized by the listener. Often, induced
and expressed emotions do not coincide. For example, a piece of music can sound
sad or happy, but not make the listener sad or happy as a consequence. A further distinction can be made between the emotion intrinsically expressed by the
piece, and that expressed by the musician during the performance. The former is
something controlled mainly by the composer for example by using the major or
minor mode. The latter is what a system for interactive music performance can
control. The validity of the first notion (i.e. emotions induced by music) is still
under debate (Scherer and Zentner, 2001). On the other hand, there is wide agreement regarding the fact that music can express emotions. However, there is less
agreement on which emotions can be expressed and how.
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Which emotions?
Research about how music can communicate emotions has a long history that followed very often the most popular theories about emotional reactions at that particular time. Scherer (2004) points out that there is not yet a common procedure,
or an established methodology, to run listening test in order to verify which emotions can be expressed with music. Three approaches are generally available to
define emotions for such experiments: lists of basic emotions, the valence-arousal
dimensions, and eclectic emotions inventories. According to Scherer, none of them
is perfectly suitable for the task because they lack a theoretical analysis of the underlying process. However, from a practical point of view they are usually suitable
to create high-level control mappings thanks to their inherent simplicity.
List of basic emotions. This theory is based on the assumption, derived from Darwin’s evolutionary theory, that emotions can be reduced to between seven
and fourteen basic emotions that are experienced in everyday life, for example anger, joy, or sadness. The model is widely used because it is particularly
suitable for designing listening tests. With a limited number of answers to
choose from, the analysis of the results becomes much easier. It also simplifies the definition of semantic descriptors for both performance and gestures.
The experiment described in Fabiani et al. (2010), as other experiments previously carried out by my colleagues, employes such a model.
Nevertheless, the use of a small set of emotions in an empirical experiment
can bias the results according to the designer’s choice of adjectives to be included. Scherer identifies two other reasons for concern regarding the basic
emotions approach. First, reducing the wide spectrum of emotions reported
by scientific and fictional accounts to a small number of basic emotions does
not adapt well to a musical context. Some theorists suggest the idea of emotions blending, but such a theory was never verified. Second, according to
the basic emotions theory the cause of emotional reactions can be found in
some prototypical situations like loss or threat, something that does not account for the main reason for listening to music, which is for pleasure.
Valence-arousal dimensions. Another widely adopted model which works well
for listening tests is based on the idea that emotions can be described by the
combination of two properties, i.e. the activity, also know as arousal, and the
valence (Russell, 1980). While the activity represents the energy connected
to an emotion (e.g. happiness is a high activity emotion, sadness is a low
energy one), the valence distinguishes between positive (e.g. happiness) and
negative (e.g. anger) emotions. The values of activity and valence define the
position of the different emotions in a two-dimensional plane, which allows
to easily determine how close they are to each other. It has been shown
that this representation is also suitable for controlling emotionally expressive
music performances (Canazza et al., 2003).
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According to Scherer, this model is more realistic than the previous one because it accounts for more nuances of emotions. However its resolution,
i.e. the ability to distinguish similar emotions, is still relatively low. Furthermore, a two-dimensional space theory lacks a theoretical base that can
explain the underlying mechanisms of emotions arousal.
Eclectic emotions inventories. A third approach to the empirical study of emotional reactions is to create a very large collection of different adjectives for
the participants to choose from to explain their emotional state. Although
this can enhance the resolution of the model, it is almost certain that it will
not be possible to compare studies performed by different researchers. Despite the fact that the risk of bias is smaller than for the basic emotions approach, it might also happen that the terms used by the researcher are not
exactly suitable, or that they are not fully understood by the listener.
Before running any experiment, it is very important to clearly define if the
experiment is design to test expressed or induced emotion. The experiment’s participants should be instructed appropriately. Induced emotions are usually subtler
to determine than expressed ones. For induced emotions, the listener might get
sidetracked by what he might be expected to feel, which is usually the expressed
emotion. In case we are testing expressed emotions, a good idea is to use music
unknown to the participants: this should reduce the effect of other factors related
to emotion induction, such as particular memories connected to a known song.

Mapping performance rules to emotions
After choosing one of the models described in the previous section, its parameters
need to be mapped to performance parameters so that changes in the emotions
model are reflected in the expressive music performance. Both the basic emotions
model and the activity-valence model have been used in PerMORFer and MoodifierLive. In particular, emotional models and performance parameters are mapped
through the KTH performance rules, as in Bresin and Friberg (2000); Friberg (2006).
Macro-rules defined by sets of performance rule values are used to create performances that express the different basic emotions. Two approaches are available
to create such prototypical expressive performances: extract the correct parameters from previous performances that have been judged to express the desired
emotion in specific listening tests, or ask a group of musicians to produce those
emotions by changing the rule values accordingly.
Following the first approach, Gabrielsson (1994, 1995) and Juslin (1997a,b) created a list of expressive cues that seem characteristic of some basic emotions (fear,
anger, happiness, sadness, tenderness, solemnity). These cues, described in qualitative terms, concern tempo, sound level, articulation, tone onsets and decays,
timbre, IOI deviations, vibrato, and final ritardando. Bresin and Friberg (2000) used
this qualitative information as a starting point for defining the values of their expressive performances. Once the macro-rules had been set up, they were validated
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with listening tests where the participants were asked to rate the emotional content of the synthetic performances.
The second approach has been used more recently by Bresin and Friberg (2011).
A group of expert musicians was given the task to create several different expressive performances of five short musical pieces by setting the values of seven rules
from the KTH rule system (i.e. tempo, sound level, articulation, phrasing, register,
timbre, attack speed). The results showed strong agreement between the musicians, and were also similar to those used in the previous approach. The values
for the prototypical performances obtained in this study have been used in both
PerMORFer and MoodifierLive.
The basic emotion model is connected to the activity-valence one since the basic emotions can be described by their activity and valence values. Friberg (2006)
proposed to define the activity-valence space in terms of the emotions at its four
corners (i.e. joy, anger, sadness, and tenderness), using the macro-rules from the
basic emotions approach. Intermediate emotional levels are obtained by interpolation.

3.4

Gesture control

We have seen how different performance control methods can be designed in relation to the skills of the user, and how this influences the available control parameters and their level of abstraction (Figure 1.2). Although point and click interfaces
can be used to set the values of the control parameters, arguably the best way to
create an interactive experience is to use gestures. The first reason is that conductors use gestures to direct an orchestra. The second is that it is easier in this way
to control several parameters simultaneously and in real-time.
Paper A gives both a brief overview on how gestures have been mapped to
different performance control approaches in previous systems, as well as on the
devices available to collect the gesture data. To fulfill the portability requirement
mentioned in Chapter 1, the work in this thesis regarding gesture-based control of
music performance focused on the use of mobile phones. This requirement was
fulfilled by developing an application working entirely on a mobile phone. Another reason for using such a devices is the fact that they are both easily available
to everyone, and many contain an accelerometer that can be used to track gestures.
However, the limited computational power and accelerometer resolution posed a
limit to the complexity of the gesture analysis.
Mapping two heterogeneous quantities such as gestures and music requires
a common set of parameters. In the case of PerMORFer and MoodifierLive, these
common parameters are the semantic emotion descriptors described in Section 3.3,
where their mapping to the music performance parameters was already described.
In Paper F, summarized in the following section, a possible mapping between gesture data and semantic descriptors is described.
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Summary of Paper F
Control modes Paper F (see also Fabiani et al., 2010) describes two mappings between gesture data (i.e. accelerometer data from a Nokia N95 mobile phone) and
emotion descriptors (i.e. activity-valence and basic emotions). These mappings
were implemented as two control modes in MoodifierLive: the Marbles in a Box
mode, and the Free movement mode. The data is processed directly on the phone,
although the same control parameters can also be sent to a computer running PerMORFer using Open Sound Control (OSC) messages.
The Marbles in a box mode design was inspired by the Home Conducting system
by Friberg (2005), in which hand gestures are captured by a webcam. The video
data is analyzed to extract two features, i.e. the quantity of motion and the position
of the hands in the space. These features are directly mapped to the activity and
valence of the music performance, respectively. The rationale behind the valence
mapping is that positive emotions are usually expressed with hands up in the air,
while negative ones with hands down.
In the same way, the energy extracted from the accelerometer data was mapped
in the Marbles in a box mode to the activity axis, while the vertical tilt of the phone
to the valence. The tilt was chosen as an approximation of the position of the
phone, since the actual position of the phone in the space cannot be accurately
estimated from the accelerometer data only.
It was concluded from informal observations that it was difficult for users to
obtain the desired performance if the mapping in the Marbles in a box mode is not
explained beforehand. We thus decided to create the Free movement control mode,
which is based on the analysis of expressive gestures that are freely performed by
the user. In a pilot study (Fabiani et al., 2010) eight subjects were asked to produce
gestures that expressed one of the previously mentioned four basic emotions while
holding a mobile phone. The accelerometer data were logged and subsequently
analyzed.
By observing the subjects we noticed that all produced very similar gestures,
although with different intensities. Energy and jerkiness, which describes the impulsiveness of a gesture, were extracted from the data and used as features to train
a simple emotion classifier. The classification tree was chosen because it is simple
enough to be implemented with the limited resources of a mobile phone. The outcome of the classification was then mapped to the macro-rules defining the four
basic expressive performances by Bresin and Friberg (2011).
Evaluation The evaluation experiment is presented from the point of view of
sonification, i.e. the use of non-speech audio to convey information (Barrass and
Kramer, 1999). Sonification is useful to represent large amounts of data in a compact way, on several simultaneous channels, thanks to the discriminatory properties of the human auditory system. Interactive sonification is concerned with
the representation of real-time data with sounds. According to this definition, we
think that mapping complex expressive gestures to variations in a music perfor37
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mance is, in a way, a form of interactive sonification.
The two modes were evaluated using a short task-based experiment. The participants were asked to shake and move the phone so that the resulting performance expressed a given emotion. The subjects were allowed to first test how
the two modes reacted to their movements, but were not given any explanation
regarding the mapping from gestures to performance parameters. Once they felt
confident, their gestures and the corresponding activity-valence values were logged. After each task they were also asked to answer two simple questions regarding the success in obtaining the request musical performance, and the agreement
between the performance and the gesture.
In general the answers showed that the users judged their effort quite successful with both modes, although with a preference for the Free movement. These results were confirmed by the analysis of the accelerometer data: the activity-valence
values obtained with the Free movement were closer to the target emotions that for
the Marbles in a box. This confirms the informal observation that lead to the design of the Free movement mode. The different results for the two modes might be
explained by observing that while the Free movement mode is based on natural gestures performed by real persons, the Marbles in a box was create with a top-down
approach.
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CHAPTER

Modification and synthesis
Amatriain et al. (2003) point out that, although analytical studies have been carried
out to determine the rules of expressive music performance (see Chapter 3), there
is a lack of research on how to change the musical meaning of a recorded piece
of music taking advantage of such rules. In this chapter, I will discuss some of
the aspects related to the manipulation of the audio signal required to match the
transform audio signal to the performance parameters. These operations are performed by the Modification and Synthesis functional block shown in Figure 1.3. This
part of the work is aimed at achieving the third requirement listed in Chapter 1,
i.e. to obtain effective and realistic performance modifications. The contributions
to this goal are contained in Paper E and partly in Paper G.
Previous research has shown that variations of tempo, dynamics, and articulation account for about 90% of the communication of emotions in expressive
music performance (Juslin and Laukka, 2003). The KTH rule system, and thus
PerMORFer and MoodifierLive, focuses on the modification of these three parameters (see Section 3.2). Tempo and dynamics are the two parameters that can normally be controlled in the previous interactive systems based on audio recordings
(see Paper A). While tempo modifications have been studied extensively and successfully implemented in many applications, dynamics transformations have only
been superficially approached, usually by changing the sound level of the overall
signal. As was shown in Paper C, timbre plays a role as important as loudness (i.e.
mainly sound level) in the perception of dynamics. For this reason, an important
part of the present work has been dedicated to studying dynamics transformations
that could mimic the behavior of real instruments. Articulation modification received little attention in previous research. Even in the present work, this problem
was only partially addressed.
Modifications of the properties of a tone are similar to the methods used in
sample-based sound synthesis. Assuming that we can obtain perfect separation of
each tone during analysis, the resulting signal is a sample which can be manipulated with the techniques used for example in samplers. The difference between
a sampler and the approach proposed in this thesis is that while in the former a
different sample is chosen depending on the desired tone’s parameters, in the lat39
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ter the original tone is kept and modified. An hybrid approach was proposed by
Maestre et al. (2009), in which a performance is decomposed into separate tones
that are recombined to obtain a new performance.

4.1

Dynamics modification

It is intuitively clear and also verified by measurements (e.g. Luce, 1975), that the
timbre of acoustical instruments vary in relation to the dynamics at which they
are played. Paper C also showed that these timbre variations play an important
role to the perception of dynamics by the listener. Let us assume that we have an
estimate of the dynamics of a tone in a recording, obtained for example with the
method described in Section 2.4. How do we then manipulate this tone to obtain
a realistic change of dynamics? The assumption made is that to obtain realistic
transformations, one needs to modify both the sound level and the timbre of the
tone in order to match the behavior of real instruments. A technique based on
models of these timbre (i.e. spectral) variations is described in Paper E.
Summary of Paper E
The paper describes a model-based technique, later included in PerMORFer, for
the modification of the dynamics of single tones. The transformation models,
available for four instruments (violin, trumpet, clarinet, and flute) were obtained
by analyzing a large number of tones played at several different dynamic levels,
which were recorded by the author specifically for this purpose. The recordings
were also used in the experiment presented in Paper C, and for the dynamics estimation approach described in Section 2.4.
The musicians were instructed to play about 30 pitches at five dynamic levels
(pp, p, mp, mf, f, ff ), with a sustain part of about 3 to 5 five seconds. The harmonic and residual parts of each tone were separated using the partials tracking
techniques described in Section 2.4. The average spectral envelopes of the sustain
section for the harmonic and residual parts of the tone were computed. To obtain more generic models and reduce the number of envelopes, tones belonging
to the same octave were once again averaged. The loudness of each tone was also
estimated using the algorithm specified by the ITU-R standard BS-1770-1 (ITU-R,
2007), and averaged over each octave and each dynamic level. The model thus
consists of a table of average logarithmic spectral envelopes, one for each instrument, octave, and dynamic level.
Note that shaping the spectrum of the tone to be modified with the model’s
envelope would mean removing the character of the instrument that played the
original tone, as well as the small variations appearing during the evolution of
the tone. To preserve the original character of the tone, a differential envelope is
obtained from the difference between the model envelopes corresponding to the
original and the target dynamics. The differential envelope is then added to the
spectrum of the original tone. This is based on the assumption that the tone’s
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Figure 4.1: Amplitude of the partials of a mezzo piano trumpet tone before (solid
lines) and after (dotted lines) applying a differential envelope to transform it to
forte. Additional partials (dashed lines) have been added using the bandwidth
extension technique (adapted from Paper E).

spectrum is shaped by two filters, one characteristic of the instrument specimen
that does not depend on dynamics, and one that depends on dynamics and is
common to all the specimens of that instrument. By computing the differential
envelope, we are left with only the latter. At the same time, using a differential
envelope allows us to preserve the time-varying small fluctuations present in the
original tone.
The spectrum of the residual can also be modified using the differential envelopes. The two parts of the tone were studied separately because it was observed that they often vary in opposite ways. In flute tones for example the level
of the residual increases while the dynamic level decreases as a consequence of the
breathiness typical of soft tones. However,residual modifications can only be applied in monophonic recordings since it is not possible to distinguish the residuals
of different tones in polyphonic recordings.
An improvement to the method, called spectral extension, was also introduced
after observing that high frequency partials are not detected in the analysis of
tones with low dynamics, since they are below the noise level. A differential envelope to raise the level of such tones would only influence the amplitude of the low
frequency detected partials. However, high frequency partials are very important
for the perception of a high dynamics because they contribute to the brightness of
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the timbre. With the spectral expansion technique, synthetic high frequency partials are added to the original tone. Their frequency is computed by assuming that
the spectrum is perfectly harmonic, and their amplitudes are based on the model’s
envelopes. The result of transforming a mptrumpet tone into a f one is shown in
Figure 4.1.

4.2

Articulation modification

According to the definition that was given in Section 2.4, articulation includes such
tone characteristics as its duration relative to the IOI, as well as the shape of the
attack and release, and the timbre. In the specific case of the KTH rule system,
articulation is only related to the duration of the tone.
Not many examples of articulation modifications in audio recordings can be
found in the literature. One example is SaxEx by Arcos et al. (1997), a system that
allows for case-based expressive transformations of saxophone solo recordings.
An inexpressive musical phrase is transformed according to the character of the
most similar expressive phrase retrieved from a database. Audio manipulations
are applied in a sinusoidal modeling framework (i.e. SMS Serra, 1989). Observe
that SaxEx produced modifications to both the duration of the tone, i.e. staccatolegato, and the position of its attack (i.e. swing), although not to its envelope.
Articulation has been only briefly addressed in the present work. Staccatolegato transformations are obtained by simply removing or duplicating parts of
a tone while leaving the overall length of the signal unchanged, as explained in
detail in Paper G.

4.3

Tempo modification

Expressive modifications of tempo are described e.g. in Fabiani and Friberg (2008);
Gouyon et al. (2003); Grachten (2006); Janer et al. (2006). Such transformations to
the time-scale of a signal rely on time stretching algorithms. Because of its various
practical and commercial applications, time scale modifications of audio recordings have been extensively studied over the years. A rudimental way to change
the tempo of a recording is to play it at a different speed. However, with this
method the pitch of tones is also affected. Time scale modification methods that
preserve the pitch are briefly summarized here. These approaches can be grouped
into three categories: time domain methods, Phase Vocoder-based methods, and
model-based methods.
The most simple time domain method is based on the segmentation of the signal into very small data chunks. To lengthen or shorten the signal, segments of
data are discarded or repeated, respectively. Artifacts can occur at the junction
between segments that were not previously adjacent, because of phase and amplitude discontinuities. This problem was addressed by using overlapping data
segments. Thus, better amplitude and phase continuity is obtained when the seg42
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ments are overlap-added (OLA), especially if they are correctly aligned, as for example in the Synchronous OLA methods. Time domain techniques are simple to
implement and require less computational power, but the quality of the results are
quite limited.
Time scale modifications based on the Phase Vocoder (see Section 2.3) also use
the overlap-add approach, but in the time-frequency domain (i.e. STFT). Time
stretching is obtained by using different hop sizes (i.e. the amount of overlap between frames) during the analysis and synthesis of the signal. There are two main
problems with this approach. The first is the artifacts caused by the same amplitude and phase discontinuities encountered in time domain methods. To obtain
a constant amplitude, appropriate combinations of analysis/synthesis windows
and hop sizes are used. Phase propagation is used instead to maintain the continuity of phase in time, i.e. the phase of each bin in the STFT is corrected based
on its instantaneous frequency. The second problem affecting the original Phase
Vocoder approach is transient smearing (transients are not as sharp as in the original signal), and "phasiness" (a sort of reverberation effect). These two artifact are
caused by the loss of vertical phase coherence, i.e. the phase relations between bins
in the same time frame. The Phase-locked Phase Vocoder approach address these
problems by concentrating the phase correction only around the energy peaks in
the STFT (normally sinusoidal components), locking the phase of the remaining
bins to that of the closest peak. Further improvements were introduced by Bonada
(2000): higher stretching ratios were obtained by discarding or duplicating certain
frames, and to further reduce smearing, the transients were detected and left unchanged. These solutions proved to be very effective in a series of listening tests
(Honing, 2006), where the quality of the time stretched version was comparable to
that of the original recording.
Finally, if the audio signal is modeled using for example sinusoidal modeling, the tempo can be modified by simply changing the model’s parameters. This
method works very well for the harmonic part of a signal, but not for transients.
Verma et al. (1997) proposed an extension to Serra’s SMS sinusoidal modeling
method that includes a model of the transients.
It appears clear that time scale modifications are achieved by first analyzing
a signal, and then altering the value of some parameters, for example the hop
size, during the re-synthesis. The Phase Vocoder approach, combined with the
preservation of transients and the removal and duplication of frames, was also
used for time scale modifications in PerMORFer. However, the approach to the
re-synthesis of a time domain signal defers from that of the Phase Vocoder, as
explained in the following section.

4.4

Synthesis

We have seen in Section 2.3 how to synthesize a time domain sound using the
Phase Vocoder and sinusoidal modeling. We have also seen how time scale modi43
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fications with the Phase Vocoder require keeping track of the phase changes in the
STFT using phase propagation (Section 4.3). However, several transformations
are performed on the STFT in the three modification stages of PerMORFer. Keeping track of all the different changes in order for example to use the phase-locked
Phase Vocoder seemed rather cumbersome. To obtain a coherent time domain
signal from the modified STFT, Spectrogram Inversion, i.e. a technique that attempts to estimate the phase of the STFT from its magnitude only, was used in
PerMORFer, as explained in Paper G. The part of the paper concerned with tempo
modifications is summarized here.

Spectrogram Inversion
The spectrogram inversion goal is to iteratively estimate the phase of the STFT of
a real signal starting from its magnitude only. The G&L algorithm (Griffin and
Lim, 1984) is probably the first and best known method for spectrogram inversion. However, this algorithm is not suitable for real-time applications because
it requires the complete spectrogram of the signal, which is not always available,
and it is very demanding in terms of computational power.
Zhu et al. (2007) implemented a real-time version of the G&L algorithm, the socalled Real-Time Iterative Spectrum Inversion with Look-Ahead (RTISI-LA). To
compute an estimate of the current frame’s phase, the RTISI-LA algorithm only
uses information from the previous frames, and eventually in a small number of
the following ones (Look-Ahead option).
When the percent of overlap between frames is kept unchanged from analysis
to synthesis (i.e. Sa = Ss ) and no Look-Ahead is used, the basic RTISI algorithm
works as follows. Let us assume that we want to estimate the phase of the STFT’s
mth frame from its magnitude | Xm (k)|. Let us define the previously reconstructed
and overlap-added signal, i.e. until frame m − 1, as ym−1 (n) (see Figure 4.2a, bold
line). The current frame’s initial phase estimate is computed by placing an analysis
window on ym−1 (n) and centering it at the position of frame m. If we assume
Sa = Ss = 75%, then the last 25% of the resulting data is all zeros. The FFT of
this data, Ym (k), is then computed and its phase combined with | Xm (k)| using the
magnitude constraint (Griffin and Lim, 1984) to obtain X̂m (k), a first estimate of
the frame’s transform:
|Ym (k)|
X̂m (k) = Ym (k)
(4.1)
| Xm (k)|
The inverse FFT of X̂m (k) is overlap-added to ym−1 (n) to obtain an estimate
of the current reconstructed signal ym (n). A new Ym (k ) is obtained this time by
placing an analysis window on ŷm (n), X̂m (k) is updated, and a new estimated
of the reconstructed frame is added to ym−1 (n). This sequence of operations is
repeated for a fixed number of iterations.
The fact that the information in ŷm (n) comes only from previous frames (see
Figure 4.2a) reduces the accuracy of the estimation. This problem is addressed by
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ŷm(n)

Frame m-2
Frame m-1
Frame m

Ss
(a) RTISI

ŷm(n)

Frame m
Frame m+1
Frame m+2
Frame m+3

Look-Ahead
frames

(b) RTISI-LA

Figure 4.2: Partially reconstructed signal using the simple RTISI algorithm (a) and
using the Look-Ahead variant (b). Ss indicates the percent of overlap between
frames (in this case, Ss =75%). Observe the difference between ŷm (n) in RTISI
(asymmetric), and in RTISI-LA (symmetric). Figure adapted from Zhu et al. (2007).
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Figure 4.3: Amplitude envelopes resulting from overlap-adding Hanning windows (dashed line) and asymmetric triangular windows (continuous line) as those
described in Paper G, when the overlap ratio varies in time. Note how the latter
result in a constant amplitude.

the Look-Ahead strategy. Substantially, the previously mentioned iteration is used
to reconstruct all the frames up until m + z, although at the end only the mth frame
is overlap-added to the output signal. In this way, ŷm (n) contains information
from all the frames that overlap with it, as shown in Figure 4.2b. At the end of the
iterations, only frame m is overlap-added to the output.
Time stretching with the RTISI-LA algorithm follows the Phase Vocoder approach, i.e. by using different hop sizes for analysis and synthesis. To avoid problems with amplitude fluctuations, the synthesis hop size is held constant at for
example 75%, while the analysis hop size is varied according to the desired time
stretching ratio. This implies that the analysis and synthesis are both performed
on the fly. This approach is unpractical in PerMORFer, since the analysis is more
complex than simply computing the STFT of the signal. To use a variable synthesis hop size and maintain a constant amplitude, a different solution was found,
which is explained in detail in Paper G. Briefly, an asymmetric triangular window
is applied to the RTISI-LA reconstructed data frames before overlap-adding them
to the output signal. These triangular windows are computed on-the-fly to add
up to a constant value, unlike symmetric windows, which do this only for certain
overlap values (see Figure 4.3).
The quality of the reconstruction based on the RTISI-LA algorithm also depends on the synthesis hop size, i.e. more overlap means better sound quality.
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As in several previous methods, in PerMORFer’s implementation of the RTISI-LA
frames are duplicated or discarded in order to maintain a high sound quality and
yet achieve high stretching ratios. Furthermore, frames that contain a transient are
not duplicated, and their synthesis hop size is left unchanged. This addresses two
problems: first, it avoids the risk of creating double attacks; and second, it reduces
transient smearing, a problem encountered also in the Phase Vocoder (see Section
4.3).
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CHAPTER

Results and conclusions
The declared final goal of the present thesis (see Chapter 1) was the convergence of
the musician’s and listener’s roles in music listening through the implementation
of applications for interactive computer-aided music performance. In Chapter 1,
the requirements that were set for the applications to be developed were presented
in general terms together with a brief discussion of the choices that have to be
made in the early stages of design (see also Paper A). Chapters 2, 3, and 4 discuss
more in detail the three main areas of research on which the thesis focused in order
to concretely achieve those requirements. These three research topics are the analysis of musical signals to extract performance parameters, the interactive control
of the system through the analysis of sensor data, and the rule-based modification
of the original performance.
In this final chapter, I will briefly present PerMORFer and MoodifierLive, the two
applications, extensively described in Papers G and H respectively, that represent
the synthesis of the work presented in the previous chapters. The applications are
then compared to previous systems to point out the novelties introduced by the
present work. Finally, a short discussion regarding the present work is followed
by a summary of the main contributions of the included papers and by possible
future work topics.

5.1

Final applications

PerMORFer (summary of Paper G)
PerMORFer is a multi-platform application that allows for real-time manipulation
of a music performance based on the KTH rule system (Friberg et al., 2006). The
unique feature that differentiates PerMORFer from previous applications based on
the KTH rule system (i.e. Home Conducting and pDM Friberg, 2005, 2006) is the
possibility to manipulate audio recordings instead of MIDI files.
To achieve expressive audio transformations, PerMORFer was designed following the general block diagram shown in Figure 1.3. In contrast with MIDIbased system, the audio signal needs first to be analyzed to estimate the original
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performance parameters (see Chapter 2). The signal is first transformed to the
time-frequency domain (STFT), and aligned with a corresponding score file. The
tones in the recording are then separated using score-assisted partials tracking
and their low-level parameters (pitch, duration, dynamics) estimated. These are
required to achieve tone-level transformations define by the KTH rule system. A
residual STFT is also computed by subtracting the spectra of the separated tones
from the original STFT.
The tone parameters corresponding to the expressive performance are obtained
by combining the weighted sum of the default rule values and the nominal note
parameters, both stored in the aligned score file. The weighting factors for each
rule are controlled by the user in real-time, either directly with sliders, or indirectly using high-level semantic descriptors such the Activity-Valence space (see
Chapter 3). The coordinates of a circle whose color and size vary according to
the emotion expressed by the performance represent the Activity-Valence values
in a separate window. All the parameters can be controlled externally via OSC
messages, for example using a mobile phone as a gesture-based controller.
The audio signal transformations are performed in the time-frequency domain
on an onset-by-onset basis (see Chapter 4). The STFT of each separated tone is
modified to achieve the desired duration and dynamics. To achieve more realistic
dynamics modification, the spectrum of the tones is transformed using the modelbased approach described in Paper E. The resulting modified tones are added to
the residual STFT. The amount of overlap between the frames of the STFT is varied
during the reconstruction of the time domain signal to achieve tempo modifications. Spectrogram inversion, i.e. the reconstruction of a time domain signal from
only the magnitude of the STFT, is used to synthesize the audio performance in
real time.
PerMORFer also supports MIDI playback. In this respect, it is a reimplementation of pDM as a stand-alone application. It is also possible to save the performance parameters (i.e. rule weighting factors and activity-valence values) as
metadata, so that the performance can be reproduced using MIDI or a different
audio recording of the same piece.

MoodifierLive (summary of Paper H)
MoodifierLive is a scaled down, mobile version of PerMORFer, with which it shares
the control and MIDI sequencer parts. It supports only MIDI reproduction through
the phone’s built-in synthesizer. MoodifierLive, unlike PerMORFer, has several
built-in gesture-based control modes that exploit the accelerometer found in the
mobile phone. These modes can be also used to control PerMORFer via OSC messages.
There are two gesture-based modes in MoodifierLive, i.e. the Marbles in a box and
Free movement, which were designed for non-expert users. Expressive gestures are
detected with the accelerometer and mapped to corresponding expressive performances (see Paper F). With the Navigate the performance mode, the user controls the
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Table 5.1: Main differences between PerMORFer and MoodifierLive
Platform
Language
Musical Material
Number of built-in control modes
†
‡

PerMORFer
Mac, Win†, Linux‡
Python, PyQT, C++
MIDI, Audio
2

MoodifierLive
Nokia S60
Python (PyS60)
MIDI
5

Only tested with MIDI
Not tested

Table 5.2: Summary of the requirements met by the two proposed applications.
Objective
Natural sound
Intuitive control
Realistic modifications
Portability

PerMORFer
•
•
•

MoodifierLive
•
•

Activity-Valence values, as in PerMORFer. Finally, sliders are available to directly
control four main performance rules, i.e. tempo, phrasing, overall dynamics, and
articulation. A collaborative mode is also available. One phone acts as a server
that receives control messages via bluetooth from client phones and reproduces
the performance. Each client can control one of the four available rules from the
sliders mode.

Comparison between PerMORFer and MoodifierLive
Table 5.1 illustrates the main differences between PerMORFer and MoodifierLive.
The use of Python for implementing most of the two applications allowed for a
high degree of portability across platforms. The two applications share large parts
of the code, namely the performance control modules, the performance modification modules, and the MIDI sequencer. The audio analysis, modification, and
synthesis are only available in PerMORFer. To achieve real time performance, the
more demanding algorithms were written in C++. However, the porting of MoodifierLive to other mobile platforms (e.g. iOS, Android, Windows Mobile) is limited
by the availability of a Python interpreter and of an accessible built-in MIDI synthesizer. From Table 5.1 we can also see that while PerMORFer mainly focused on
the manipulation of audio recordings, the work carried out on MoodifierLive was
addressed more towards the performance control, as indicated by the number of
available built-in control modes.
Table 5.2 compares the two applications with respect to the requirements listed
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Control

Performance

Semantic level

Semantic level

Mid-level
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Low-level
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Physical level

Physical level

Figure 5.1: Continuos arrows connect the abstraction levels (see Chapter 1)
touched by earlier conducting systems. Dashed arrows show the levels reached,
on top of the previous ones, by the systems based on the KTH rule system, both
MIDI and audio.

in Chapter 1. Combining the two applications, all the requirements were addressed. In this case, portability indicates the fact that MoodifierLive is a mobile
phone application.

Comparison with previous systems
With the help of Figure 5.1, I will try to point out some general aspects that make
PerMORFer unique with respect to similar systems described in the literature (e.g.
Borchers, 2009; Bruegge et al., 2007; Marrin Nakra et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2004).
Figure 5.1 is based on the levels of abstraction for the performance parameters
(right side) and control parameters (left side), previously described in Chapter 1.
The continuous arrows point out the levels of abstraction touched by previous
systems (in particular the audio-based ones), while the dashed arrows connect the
levels included in PerMORFer.
The first difference to be pointed out is the use of semantic descriptors in combination with the KTH rules, which allows non-expert users to easily and intuitively control the music performance, in contrast with the simple control of midlevel parameters such as tempo and overall sound level. Although the KTH rules
and semantic descriptors were previously used (e.g. pDM, Home Conducting), they
were never applied to the control of an audio recording. MoodifierLive, on the other
hand, is different from the previous KTH rules-based systems because it is the first
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to work on a mobile device.
The use of the KTH rules requires tone level modifications of the audio recording. This implies that in order to obtain the desired performance, we need to
pass through the mid- and low-level parameters of the audio signal, as shown in
Figure 5.1. In contrast, the modifications to the overall tempo and sound level
produced by previous system could be applied directly on the physical level. This
also means that the performance analysis described in Chapter 2 was not required
for these systems.

5.2

Key contributions

The key contributions of each paper included in the thesis are briefly summarized
here.
Paper A
• A comprehensive overview of thirty years of research in conducting systems
• A proposal for the classification of such systems
• Suggestions for a common approach to their evaluation
• A starting point for developing new systems
Paper B
• Improvement to the accuracy of frequency estimation of a sinusoidal component over similar approaches (e.g. Ferreira and Sinha, 2005)
• A new method for separating two overlapping components
Paper C
• An experimental verification that loudness and timbre are both important in
the perception of dynamics
• The results suggests that realistic dynamics transformations should include
timbre manipulation (see Paper E)
• The results also indicate that timbre could be used for dynamics estimation
Paper D
• Specific algorithms for the analysis of DJ scratching performance data (audio
and gesture)
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Paper E
• A model-based method for the modification of dynamics that includes timbre changes
• Modifications of dynamics achieved with the new method are more realistic
that those obtained by simply changing the sound level of the tone
Paper F
• An application of music performance to the sonification of expressive gestures
• Basic expressive gestures are common to the majority of the people and can
be used to intuitively control a music performance
• With a single, low resolution accelerometer, acceptable results can still be
achieved
Paper G
• The first application that uses the KTH rule system for music performance
to interactively manipulate an audio recording
Paper H
• The first real time mobile phone implementation of the KTH rule system
• Collaborative use of the rule system

5.3

General conclusions

The design and implementation of complex applications such as PerMORFer and
MoodifierLive was a challenging task. The range of problems to be solved is wide
and multidisciplinary, from simple technical difficulties such as making a piece of
code work on a mobile phone, to the design of perceptual studies, from the development and evaluation of novel algorithms, to the implementation and integration
of already available ones.
This work was approached with the final applications in mind, not focusing
on single specific aspects. This in part explains the variety of contents in the included papers. As a consequence, the proposed solutions might not always be as
advanced as if efforts had been concentrated on a single topic, for example the
analysis of the audio signal.
Selecting and integrating already available algorithms was a task almost as
difficult as designing new ones. Choices made early in the design process influenced the approach to the following parts. For example, using a Phase Vocoderstyle analysis-synthesis framework instead of sinusoidal modeling led to the use
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of spectrogram inversion for synthesis. Although with hindsight some of the early
choices did not appear to be optimal, changing would have meant re-implementing a lot more than a single part of such a complex system as PerMORFer.
The content of each included paper, summarized in the previous section, represents a small but important step towards the ideal active music listening system
envisioned at the beginning of this work. Despite the fact that the problems addressed by this work were rather specific to the design of a system for interactive
music performance, the single results can be of interest to other related areas of research, for example musicology and affective psychology, as mentioned in Section
2.5.
However, several problems remain to be solved, especially with regard to the
analysis and manipulation of audio recordings. The estimation of the performance
parameters, and in particular the estimation of dynamics, is far from being solved.
This would be particularly useful for automatic performance analysis because current studies mostly focus on tempo, which is easier to estimate. Despite the fact
that the attempt at using spectral attributes to estimate dynamics was in part unsuccessful, I think this approach might have some good potential and thus deserves more work. PerMORFer would also benefit in general from advances in
source separation, and in particular in the separation of overlapping partials. In a
more distance future, the ideal system could be made completely automatic by including for example score transcription and automatic performance analysis (e.g.
musical phrase segmentation).
An important aspect of the performance modification was not taken into consideration in the development of PerMORFer, mainly for lack of time: the manipulation of the tones’ transients in connection with both dynamics and articulation
transformations. A model-based approach similar to the one proposed in Paper
E could be used, although separating the attack transients of several tones in a
polyphonic signal is much more difficult that separating their partials. As mentioned in Paper G, preserving the vibrato rate would also increase the quality of
the performance manipulation. This problem could be solved by using a sinusoidal modeling analysis-synthesis framework.
The use of semantic descriptors in combination with gesture analysis allowed
for the creation of intuitive and easy to use control paradigms. However, the use
of mobile phones as control devices limited the expressive possibilities of such
paradigms (e.g. only three-four emotions are available in MoodifierLive). These
possibilities could be extended by using either more powerful handheld devices,
or other types of sensors, such as cameras or motions capture systems.
Finally, a thorough evaluation of the systems is required, from the interaction
and usability, as well as from the audio quality point of view. In this respect, only
single parts were formally evaluated, for example the gesture-based control modes
in MoodifierLive.
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APPENDIX

Extension to Paper B
The frequency estimation problem described in Paper B was solved numerically,
as explained in Section B.2. An analytical solution to the problem is proposed
here. Note that this is only a preliminary result that requires to be verified and
evaluated. Equation numbers preceded by the letter B refer to equations found in
Paper B, while those preceded by the letter X refer to this Appendix.
First, let us isolate Q1 in Equations B.29-B.30. Equating the two resulting expressions gives us:
XR (l + 1)(C2 i1 + S2 r1 ) − X I (l + 1)(C2 r1 − S2 i1 ) + Q2 (r1 i2 − i1 r2 ) = 0

(X.1)

Substituting Equations B.21-B.24 into Equation X.1, and reordering the terms,
we obtain an expression of the form:
aP1 + bP2 + cP1 P2 + dP22 + eP1 Q2 + FP2 Q2 = 0

(X.2)

where
a
b
c
d
e
f

= (C1 C2 + S1 S2 )( XR (l ) X I (l + 1) − X I (l ) XR (l + 1)) +
(S1 C2 − C1 S2 )( XR (l ) XR (l + 1) + X I (l ) X I (l + 1))
= −a
= C2 ( XR (l − 1) X I (l + 1) − X I (l − 1) XR (l + 1)) −
S2 ( X R ( l − 1 ) X R ( l + 1 ) − X I ( l − 1 ) X I ( l + 1 )
= −c
= C1 ( XR (l − 1) X I (l ) − X I (l − 1) XR (l )) −
S1 ( X R ( l − 1 ) X R ( l ) + X I ( l − 1 ) X I ( l )
= −e

(X.3)
(X.4)
(X.5)
(X.6)
(X.7)
(X.8)

Substituting the expressions for P1 , P2 , and Q2 (Equations B.13 and B.25) into
X.2, and after reorganizing the terms, we obtain:
A| H (ω2 (l − 1))| + B| H (ω2 (l ))| + | H (ω2 (l + 1))| = 0

(X.9)
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where A = a/e and B = c/e.
The expression for | H (ω2 (k))|, as functions of ∆l2 , can now be substituted into
Equation X.9 in order to find an analytical solution to the frequency estimation
problem.
Substituting ω as given in Equation B.12 into the normalized magnitude of the
sine window’s transform (Equation B.4) we obtain:
�
�
π
1
1
�π
�−
�π
�
| H (ω2 (l − 1))| = 2 sin
sin(π∆l2 )
(X.10)
2N
sin N
∆l2
sin N
(∆l2 + 1)
�
�
π
1
1
�π
�−
�π
�
| H (ω2 (l ))| = 2 sin
sin(π∆l2 )
(X.11)
2N
sin N
∆l2
sin N
(∆l2 − 1)
�
�
π
1
1
�π
�−
�π
�
| H (ω2 (l + 1))| = 2 sin
sin(π∆l2 )
2N
sin N
(∆l2 − 2)
sin N
(∆l2 − 1)
(X.12)
Note that the absolute value signs were removed from the right side of the previous expressions after verifying that they are positive in the interval 0 < ∆l2 < 1.
Using sum-difference trigonometric identities (Råde and Westergren, 2004a),
π
we can now separate N
∆l2 from the constant part of the argument of the sines in
the previous expressions. We can then insert Equations X.10-X.12 into X.9. After
simplifying and reorganizing the terms of the resulting expression, we obtain:
� �
�
�
�
C1 sin x + S1 cos x − sin x
C1 sin x − S1 cos x − sin x
sin(π∆l2 ) A
+B
+
sin x (C1 sin x + S1 cos x )
sin x (C1 sin x − S1 cos x )
�
C sin x − S1 cos x − C2 sin x + S2 cos x
+ 1
=0
(X.13)
(C2 sin x − S2 cos x )(C1 sin x − S1 cos x )
π
where x = N
∆l2 . Let us set aside trivial solutions ∆l = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. Grouping the
three terms of the second part of Equation X.13 with the least common denominator, and dividing the result by cos3 x, gives us a numerator that is a third order
polynomial in tan x:

m3 tan3 x + m2 tan2 x + m1 tan x + m0 = 0

(X.14)

where
m0 = ( A + B)S12 S2

(X.15)

m1 = −S1 [( A + B)S1 C2 + ( A − B − 1)S2 + S1 ]

(X.16)

m3 = C1 [C2 (C1 − 1)( A + B) + C1 − C2 ]

(X.18)

m2 = C1 S2 [( A + B)(1 − C1 ) + 1] + S1 C2 ( A − B + 1)

(X.17)

The roots of the polynomial can be found using the cubic formula (see e.g. Råde
and Westergren, 2004b). Of the possible solutions, the ones that give 0 < ∆l2 < 1
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are the estimates of the frequencies of the two components. In case only one solution in this interval is found, we assume there is only one component.
This analytical formulation gives a real solution in the desired interval in the
ideal case in which noise is absent. It was preliminary observed that when noise
is added, approximations might be required as the roots of Equation X.14 can become complex. Other estimation problems might arise if the two frequencies are
exactly the same, or for the trivial solutions ∆l = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. A systematic analysis of the method’s performance in different situations is still required to better
understand the limitations of this approach.
The method described here was directly derived from the method presented in
Paper B, which makes use of the ODFT. The general procedure can be adapted to
the more common DFT. Furthermore, it can also be extended to use Generalized
Hamming windows (e.g. Hanning and Hamming). In this case, the solutions are
found by solving a fourth order polynomial.
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